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Abstract 
Line detection is very important task in image processing field. It is mainly used in auto focusing camera 

input sensors. Many techniques used for line detection but gives improper result if noise is present in an input image. 

Hough transform is famous technique present for line detection which gives proper results in presence of noise and 

discontinuous shapes in an image. This paper gives comparative study of two techniques of hough transform, both 

the methods are simulated in Xilinx 13.2 design suite which is popularly used for FPGA hardware implementation 

and compared there simulation results. First method is general hough transform, this is very basic method of hough 

transform in which binary feature image is given as input and vote procedure of hough transform is performed over 

it. Second method is given by Zhong-Ho Chen, Alvin W. Y. Su, and Ming-Ting Sun in august 2012, this method use 

incrementing property of hough transform and process all pixels in parallel. Also locality of hough transform is used 

to reduce the size of vote memory.  
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     Introduction
Cartesian and polar these are two types of 

hough transform. But in cartesian type, when line is 

parallel to co-ordinates then slope becomes infinite so 

polar type of hough transform is mostly used in 

image processing.  

In polar type x-y plane is transformed into ρ-

θ plane by using equation one 

 

ρ =X*cosθ + Y*sinθ                             (1) 

 

Where ρ is perpendicular distance from origin and θ 

is angle made by it with x co-ordinate. Each point in 

the x-y plane gives a sinusoidal curve in the ρ-θ 

plane. N number of  collinear point lying on the line 

in X-Y plane will give N curves that are intersects at 

point (ρ, θ) in the parameter (ρ-θ) plane. Parameter 

space is divided into accumulator cells and each (ρ, 

θ) value of parameter space is considered as vote. 

One particular cell of parameter space getting 

maximm votes gives us the parameters (ρ and θ ) of 

line present in input image. [2] 

 
Parameter space with accumulator cells 
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ρ-θ plane 

 

General hough transform 

 
Methodology 

Preprocessing on input image has to be done 

in MATLAB and input colour image is converted 

into gray binary feature image. Input specification of 

an image is observed from MATLAB and used in 

simulation. Xilinx 13.2 design suite used for 

simulation of both methods, verilog language used 

for coding because it is more C based and  no need of 

GATE packages.  

Hough matrix is memory which stores all 

votes and is created using register bank. Input image 

is also stored in register bank memory (memory 

within LUT of FPGA) [10] [2]. Then voting 

procedure of hough transform is performed, local 

maxima of hough matrix memory  is observed which 

gives us the parameters of the line in given input 

image. Flow chart for steps of simulation of general 

hough transform  is given below in results.  

 

Hough transform with incremental property 

and locality property  

 

Methodology 

 

Block dividation and rle used for each block 

Input image is divided into blocks and 

blocks containing all zero pixels is skipped in 

processing, because line is pass through only nonzero 

pixels. Then run length encoding is applied for each 

block to get Rb, Code and Zl values, Rb is used to 

indicate beginning of block-row in row x col image, 

Code part represents the pixel values in a block and 

Zl is the number of successive zero-blocks after the  

 

 

current block, used to avoid zero blocks. These Rb, 

Code and ZL are used in incremental and locality 

property [1] . 

 

Incremental and locality property                               

ρ for pixel present at (x, y) in X-Y plane is 

given by equation (1). Another pixel present at  

(X+dx, Y+dy) in X-Y plane ρ for it is given by 

ρθ (x+dx, y+dy)= ρθ(x, y) +dx*cosθ +dy*sinθ          (2)   

block size is fixed so dx and dy of equation (2) are 

constants and are precomputed and stored in register 

bank memory. Difference among ρ values for every 

pixel in a block is small. Pixels giving same ρ value 

can be jointly accumulated in hough memory. ρ value 

of first pixel in block  p0(x, y) is  

ρ(p0) = i0 + f0                                                      (3) 

where i0 is integer part and f0 is fractional part. ρ 

value pixel p1 at (x+dx, y+dy) is given by 

 ρ(p1) = i0 + ( f0 + dx*cosθ + dy*sinθ )              (4) 

where ( f0 + dxcosθ + dysinθ ) Vθ is called vote 

offset which gives difference of ρ(p0) and ρ(p1) [1]. 

Flow chart for steps of simulation is given below in 

results. 

Vote consolidation  

for block  size M by N and given θ  

Vθ  = f0 +(M-1)*cosθ +(N-1)*sinθ                   (5) 

for 2×4 block Vθ  is in between 0 to 4. So max 5  

different integer values are present in a block. Vote 

consolidation consolidates eight votes from eight 

pixels into five consolidated votes. Memory access is 

reduced because votes are jointly stored [1]. 

 
System architecture 
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Results and discussion 

 

Simulation result of general hough transform: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simulation result of hough transform with incremental property and locality property:
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Flowchart for general hough transform: 

 

 
 

Flowchart 1 for hough transform with 

incremental property and locality property: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flowchart 2 for hough transform with 

incremental property and locality property: 
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Tables: 
Table 1. Comparison table  

 
 

 

Discussion: 

Simulation of general hough transform is 

done using Xilinx 13.2 design suite and code written 

in verilog is synthesized. Phase is input angle to 

system ranges from -90° to +90°,  d is input image 

data  stored in register bank, input image size is 

20X2, addr is input address of register bank memory 

which stores input image data. r_wb, clk are 

controlling signals and row_val is output of system 

which gives final rho (ρ) value getting maximum 

votes in hough vote memory for given phase. 

 Simillarly simulation of hough transform 

with incremental property and locality property is 

done using Xilinx 13.2 design suite and code written 

in verilog is synthesized. Input image size is 16X2. 

Table 1 gives comparision of synthesis reports of 

both methods which is generated after synthesis of 

both method’s code.  

General hough transform is basic type of 

hough transform used for line detection thus this 

method is selected as first method. Hough transform 

with incremental property and locality property 

processes all  pixels in block parallely and  also 

avoids zero pixels. It also do angle level parallelism 

by using same hardware for all angles (-90°  to 

+90°).Thus this mehod is selected as second  method  

 

Conclusion 
Hough transform gives robust line detection 

even if  noise is present or shapes are discontinuous. 

This paper mainly focuses on comparison of designs 

used for hardware implementation of general hough 

transform and hough transform with incremental 

property and locality property. This paper compares 

Xilinx simulation results and synthesis report of both 

method’s code synthesised in Xilinx. 

General  hough transform processes 40 

pixels at 300 MHZ while hough transform with 

incremental property and locality property  processes 

48 pixels in same time. General hough transform 

method requires 2612.9 MB distributed memory to 

perform hough transform of 20X2 image. While 

hough transform with incremental property and 

locality property  takes 2131.4 MB distributed 

memory to perform hough transform of 16X8 image. 

Synthesis of general hough transform in Xilinx takes 

946.77 sec CPU time and synthesis of hough 

transform with incremental property and locality 

property code takes only 28 secs. So we may observe 

that hough transform with incremental property and 

locality property  require much less memory and very 

less processing time than general hough transform. 
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